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Abstract 
This paper gives tabulations of the upper a percentage points of the maximum absolute value of the k-variate normal 
distribution with common correlation p for values of k as high as 500. The tables are useful for performing multiple 
comparison procedures in experiments with large numbers of treatments. 
 
Introduction 
This paper gives tabulations of the upper a percentage points of the maximum absolute value of the k-variate normal 
distribution with common correlation p for large values of k. A random vector Z =  has a k-variate 
normal distribution with mean vector p and covariance matrix . if its density is given by: 
 
 
 
If the Z,'s are standardized so that E(Z,) = 0 and var(Zi) = 1, then is a correlation matrix with off-diagonal 
elements . This paper tabulates percentage points for max  for the special case 
 denoted  Previous tabulations for        are due to Odeh (1982) and only go as high as k 
= 50. Tables for one-sided percentage points, are due to Milton (1963), and tables for due to 
Krishnaiah and Armitage (1965). 
 It should be noted that the distribution of   is the limiting distribution of a k-variate Student t distribution 
with common correlation p and degrees of freedom v, where . Similar tabulations of the k-variate Student t 
were originally due to Dunnet and Sobel (1954, 1955), Cornish (1954) and most recently Bechhofer and Dunnett 
(1986). In the interim there have been several other tabulations; see Bechhofer and Dunnett (1986) for a complete 
and detailed survey. These tabulations contain as a special case, when  but only go as high as k = 20. 
 These types of multivariate tabulations (normal or Student's t) have many well known applications, but are 
quite frequently used for confidence interval construction and inference in multiple comparison procedures. See 
Hochberg and Tarnhane (1987) and Hsu (1996). As the scope and applicability of multiple comparison procedures 
expands and as data set sizes continue to grow, there has arisen a need for tables for large values of k. See Horrace 
and Schmidt (1 996, 1997) for some applications with k large. Tong (1970) gives some conservative approximations 
for large values of k based on small k percentage points. However, this is no substitute for carefully constructed 
tables. The tables herein attempt to fill this void by going as high as k = 500. The tables are only for the k-variate 
normal. However, since large k typically implies large degrees of freedom, these tables can, for all practical 
purposes, be thought of as also being for the k-variate Student t 
 
Description of the Tables 
Tables I - 111 provide tabulations of the factor  as the solution in z of the probability integral: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table I 
Upper a x100percentage points of the distribution of [he largest absolute value of k normal variates with common 
correlation p  = 0.10 
 
 
 
Table II 
Upper a x100percentage points of the distribution of [he largest absolute value of k normal variates with common 
correlation p  = 0.05 
 
 
 
 
Table III 
Upper a x100percentage points of the distribution of [he largest absolute value of k normal variates with common 
correlation p  = 0.01 
 
 
 
where  ( ) is the standard normal cumulative distribution function. The critical value tabulated for all 
combinations k = 30,40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90. 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200,250, 300, 350,400 and 500; p = 0.1,0.3, 0.5, 
0.7 and 0.9; and  = 0.10 (Table I), 0.05 (Table 11) and 0.01 (Table 111). Interpolation rules are recommended as 
follows. 
1. Interpolation with respect to k is done linearly in ln k. 
2. Interpolation with respect to p is done linearly in . 
3. Interpolation with respect to a is done linearly in ln . 
 Due to some of the large values of k involved, numerical integration of equation (1) was impractical, 
therefore the lzkp,,l were simulated using the Gauss programming language. The simulation algorithm follows. 
 
Due to some of the large values of k involved, numerical integration of equation (1) was impractical, therefore the 
lzkp,,l were simulated using the Gauss programming language. The simulation algorithm follows. 
1. Draw k+l independent standard normal random numbers,  
2. Generate  
3. Find  
4. Perform steps 1,2, and 3 for n = 1, ..., N. 
5. Calculate (1 - ) x 100 percentiles from  , n = 1, . . . , N. 
Here N, the simulation sample size, was set to 106. A similar simulation procedure was used by Freeman and 
Kuzmak (1972) to estimate the percentage points of the Student t distribution, however the accuracy of their tables is 
suspect since their sample size was set to a mere 25,000. 
 
Accuracy of the Tables 
 With a sample size N drawn from distribution F ( ), under certain regularity conditions satisfied in this 
context,  is asymptotically normal with mean (1- ) and variance  see Wilks (1962, 
p. 271). This being the case, the accuracy of the coverage probabilities provided by the critical points can be 
assessed with confidence intervals based on a normality assumption. This gives a rough idea of the accuracy of the 
tabulated values. Thus, 95% confidence intervals for the coverage probabilities at each value of (1 - ) are provided 
in Table IV. These are fairly tight confidence intervals. 
 Using the simulation output, these confidence intervals for the coverage probabilities could be converted to 
tolerances on each of the tabulated critical values. This amounted to drawing critical values corresponding to the 
upper-bound and lower-bound coverage probabilities provided in Table IV for each combination of k, a and p, then 
comparing these to the nominal critical values in Tables I, II, and  
 
 
 
III. In almost all cases the upper-bound and lower-bound values matched the nominal critical value to three 
significant digits with the values for  = 0.10 being the most accurate and those for  = 0.01 being least accurate. 
Typical critical value tolerances were  0.002,  0.003 and  0.005 for  = 0.10,  = 0.05 and  = 0.01, 
respectively. As presented, the tables are probably more accurate than necessary for most applied problems and do 
give a sense the effects of changes in the parameters . 
 As an additional check, the simulation was performed for small values of k and compared to the results of 
the Bechhofer and Dunnett (1986) tabulations, which are the most accurate tabulations available. In all cases the 
results exhibited exact correspondence and accuracy to at least three significant digits. 
 
Application 
A number of applications for small k are given in Hahn and Hedrickson (1971), Hochberg and Tamhane (1987) and 
Hsu (1996) to name a few. These applications are typically for tabulations of the multivariate t-distribution. 
However with large enough k the tables presented here can be used instead as long as the degrees of freedom are 
concomitantly large. What follows is an application of the tables called unconstrained multiple comparisons with the 
best. Unconstrained multiple comparisons with the best are due to Edwards and Hsu (1983). Suppose that for the 
treatment a random sample  
 
is taken. Further assume that observations between treatments i = 1, ..., k are independent. Then under a normality 
and equality of variances assumption:  
 
 
 
where ,  are identically and independently distributed normal errors with  mean 0 and variance  . 
Define the usual sample means and pooled sample variance 
 
 
 
 For large k or T (i.e. k or T large enough that ) a set of  simultaneous confidence 
intervals for all distances from the best treatment mean, max,  , for , is given by , where: 
 
 
 
The  can be drawn from the tables and confidence intervals constructed. 
 An empirical example of such a procedure is provided in Horrace and Schmidt (1996). The authors analyze 
the productivity of 171 Indonesian rice farms over 6 time periods (k = 171, T = 6). Data are inputs and outputs to the 
production process for each farm in each time period. Interest centers on a measure of technical efficiency (TE) for 
each farm given by: . The data yield estimates, i,, for each farm. The 
authors construct 171 simultaneous confidence intervals for technical efficiency at various confidence levels using 
critical values , and a procedure similar to that detailed above. 
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